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Abstract:
By using a comprehensive form of scanning tunneling spectroscopy, we have revealed
detailed quasi-particle electronic structures in transition metal dichalcogenides, including the
quasi-particle gaps, critical point energy locations and their origins in the Brillouin zones. We
show that single layer WSe2 surprisingly has an indirect quasi-particle gap with the conduction
band minimum located at the Q point (instead of K), albeit the two states are nearly degenerate.
We have further observed rich quasi-particle electronic structures of transition metal
dichalcogenides as a function of atomic structures and spin-orbit couplings. Such a local probe
for detailed electronic structures in conduction and valence bands will be ideal to investigate how
electronic structures of transition metal dichalcogenides are influenced by variations of local
environment.
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Understanding the electronic structures of a material plays a critical role in the advancement
of science and technology. The recent emergence of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) as
atomically thin two dimensional electronic1 and photonic materials2-5 has triggered intensive
research activities towards the understanding of their electronic structures. Although theoretical
calculations to date showed qualitatively similar features,3,6-8 there exist subtle differences which
can lead to important consequences in the device characteristics. For example, most calculations
have shown that all single layer TMDs have direct band gaps, while some have shown that single
layer WSe2 has an indirect gap. Experimental determinations of the electronic band structures in
TMDs are quite non-trivial. Optical spectroscopies2,5,9-11 are unsuitable to measure the quasiparticle band structures due to the existence of large exciton binding energies. Using angle
resolved photoemission, it is difficult to probe the conduction band structures.12,13 In principle,
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) would be an ideal probe to determine both the valence
and conduction band structures. However, the reported results have been controversial thus far,
even for the determination of the quasi-particle band gaps.14-16 As we will show, this is due
primarily to the intriguing influence of the lateral momentum in the tunneling process, making
certain critical points difficult to access in the conventional scanning tunneling spectroscopy
acquired at a constant tip-to-sample-distance (Z). By using a comprehensive approach combining
the constant Z and variable Z spectroscopies, as well as state-resolved tunneling decay constant
measurements, we show that detailed electronic structures including quasi-particle gap, critical
point energy locations and their origins in the Brillouin zones can be revealed. We found that
SL-WSe2 actually has an indirect gap with the conduction band minimum located at the Q point
(instead of the K). Its implications on optical properties are discussed. Furthermore, this
approach allows us to experimentally unravel the dependence of critical point energy locations
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on the atomic structures (namely, atomic orbit coupling or interlayer coupling) as well as the
spin-orbit coupling. Such information is critically important for the understanding of the
electronic properties of TMD compounds and the technological advancement of TMDs as
materials for two dimensional (2D) electronics and photonics.
The TMD samples were grown using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) for WSe217 or
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) for MoSe2 on highly-oriented-pyrolytic-graphite (HOPG)
substrates. In addition, MoSe2 was also grown on epitaxial bi-layer graphene to investigate the
environmental influences on the quasi-particle band structures. Figures 1(a) and (b) show
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images of MoSe2 and WSe2, respectively. Due to a nearly
4:3 lattice match with the graphite, the TMD samples also show Moiré patterns with a periodicity
of ~ 1nm. An example is shown as an inset in Figure 1(b), similar to those reported earlier.9 In
Figure 1(c) we show a generic electronic structure for SL-TMD materials. We first discuss the
result of MoSe2 due to the availability of experimentally determined E vs. k dispersion in the
valence band which can be used to cross-check with our results.
Figure 2(a) shows a typical constant Z (tip-to-sample distance) differential conductivity
(dI/dV) spectrum (displayed in log-scale) acquired on SL-MoSe2. The peak at around -1.9 V is
the energy location of the  point. However, the electronic states near the valence band
maximum (VBM) at the K point could not be observed. The failure to detect such states is due to
their much larger parallel momentum (k||) value in the BZ, thus resulting in a larger tunneling
decay constant. Following the original theory of Tersoff,18,19 for an electronic state with a
2𝑚Φ𝑏 +𝑘∥2

parallel momentum of k||, the effective tunneling decay constant is √

ℏ2

, where b is the

energy barrier for tunneling. A typical barrier height is between 2 and 4 eV (depending on the
3

bias), resulting in a typical decay constant of  = 0.7~1.0 Å-1 for k|| = 0. In SL-MoSe2, the VBM
is located at K with a k|| of 1.28 Å-1, yielding a significantly larger value of  = 1.4 ~1.6 Å-1.
Such a large difference in the decay constant is responsible for the difficulty in detecting the
states near the VBM. The lack of the sensitivity in the constant Z scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (STS) can be overcome by acquiring spectra at variable Z, as described before.20
Here we adopt a form of variable Z spectroscopy by performing STS at constant current. In this
mode, as the sample bias is scanned across different thresholds, Z (the dependent variable) will
respond automatically in order to keep the current constant. The differential conductivity (I/V)I
is measured by using a lock-in amplifier (Figure 2(b)). In the meantime, the acquired Z value is
used to deduce (Z/V)I which can be used to identify individual thresholds (Figure 2(c)).
For the valence band (left panel), the state at the  point also appears as a prominent peak in
the (I/V)I spectrum. Moreover, spectroscopic features above  are observed due to the
significant enhancement of the sensitivity. A shoulder at ~ 0.15 eV above  is identified as the
state at K2 (the lower energy state at the critical point K below the VBM as marked in Figure
1(c)). Above K2 are states near the global VBM at the K point (labeled as KV). The energy
separation between K2 and KV is due to the spin-orbit coupling (labeled as SO). The ability to
detect these quickly decaying states is due to the fact that the tip-to-sample-distance is brought
closer by the feedback circuit, reflected by the accompanying (Z/V)I spectrum in Figure 2(c).
At the point, one can observe a sharp dip in the (Z/V)I spectrum, corresponding to a sudden
reduction in Z. This occurs due to the loss of the available states at the  point in the tunneling
window, leaving only states with a higher decay constant than that at . A sudden reduction of Z
(appearing as a sharp dip in (Z/V)I) occurs in order to maintain the constant current. This
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underlies the principle behind the sensitivity of (Z/V)I to the onset of individual thresholds in
the density of states (DOS). Another clear Z reduction occurs at around -1.5 V corresponding to
the location of the global VBM at the K point. Above this voltage, the tunneling no longer occurs
between the MoSe2 electronic states and the tip. Rather, the tunneling is due to the underlying
graphite states and MoSe2 becomes part of the tunneling barrier. Similarly the conduction band
electronic states (right panel) can be revealed with greater sensitivity than with the conventional
constant Z spectroscopy. In this case, the individual threshold shows as a peak (instead of a dip),
in the (Z/V)I spectrum, since the threshold is crossed by scanning the sample bias toward
smaller positive voltage. In order to gain insight on their origin in the BZ for these different
thresholds, we also measure the state-resolved tunneling decay constant. Experimentally, this is
determined by measuring the logarithmic derivative of the tunneling current w.r.t Z as 𝜅 =
1 𝜕 ln 𝐼

−2

𝜕𝑍

(see a detailed introduction in supporting information).
2𝑚Φ𝑏 +𝑘∥2

Recalling that the effective tunneling decay constant is 𝜅 = √

ℏ2

, one thus expects to

see a minimum in  at  and a maximum in  at K (for MoSe2, k|| = 1.28 Å-1). Indeed this
qualitative behavior is observed in Figure 2(d): a sharp dip in  coincides with the assignment of
 and rises to a maximum value near K. We should mention that this effect of k|| on the tunneling
decay constant has been first observed in Si(111)-2x1 surfaces.21 In the current case, due to the
electronics states from the underlying graphite, one can scan directly across the VBM and
observe a finite transition width from the VBM of MoSe2 to the underlying graphite states.
To capture the quantitative behaviors, we have carried out numerical simulations using a four
band model, including two bands that are degenerate at the  point and two spin-orbit split bands
near K( as shown in the top panel of Figure 2(e)). Here we use only parabolic bands and a value
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of SO = 0.23 eV for spin-orbital splitting and an energy separation of 0.38 eV from  to VBM
(K−). The bias dependent tunneling barrier height is approximated as b = o – e|Vs|/2 with o
= 4 eV. In addition, the underlying graphite electronic states are approximated by using a
graphene-like, linearly energy-dependent DOS, located at ~ 5 Å below that of the TMD (more
discussions in the supporting information). The simulated results for (I/V)I, (Z/V)I, and
1 ∂lnI

𝜅 = −2

∂𝑍

as a function of the sample bias for filled states are shown in Figure 2(e), exhibiting

excellent resemblance to the experimental results. For states below the  point, the simulation
shows a much more gradual variation than the experiment, this is due primarily to the simplified
4 band approximation which does not capture the actual E vs. k dispersion below But, this
approximation should not impact our ability to determine the energy locations of the critical
points. Note that near the KV threshold (marked by a green line in Fig 2(e)), (Z/V)I and kappa
spectra have slightly different characteristics. In (Z/V)I, KV is located near the mid-point of the
transition from the graphite to the TMD states. In the kappa spectrum, however, this threshold
occurs near the onset of the transition (i.e. at the point when it is about to rise). This is because,
operationally, kappa is defined as -2dlnI/dZ and the current I includes the integral of all states
within the tunneling window (each weighted with its transmission probability). The highest
kappa occurs at a slightly later position when more states near KV are contributing. The
simulation enables us to set criteria for evaluating the locations of the band thresholds: the 
point occurs at the minimum (dip) location in the (Z/V)I data, and the KV point (or other point
at band edge) occurs in the (Z/V)I data near the mid-point of the transition from the graphite
states to the TMD layer (more discussion is provided in the supporting information).
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By applying this criterion to experimental results, the critical points are determined as V = 1.87 ± 0.03 eV, K2 = -1.72 ± 0.05 eV and KV = -1.48 ± 0.03 eV. Note also, our determination of
− = 0.39 ± 0.04 eV, is in excellent agreement with the recent ARPES measurement of
MoSe2.12 In addition, the experimental value of SO = 0.24 ± 0.06 eV, also agrees very well with
most theoretical calculations.3,7,22 Similar measurements of the conduction band for SL-MoSe2
are shown in the right panels of Figure 2(b)-(d). Three thresholds are observed. The lowest
energy threshold at 0.67 ± 0.03 eV can be identified as the conduction band minimum (CBM)
occurring at the K-point. The threshold (appearing as a dip) at 0.86 ± 0.03 eV is attributed to the
QC point located half way between  and K, while the broad peak near 1.0 ± 0.1 eV is attributed
to states between  and M (containing several bands). The quasi-particle gap, as determined
experimentally, would be 2.15 ± 0.06 eV for MBE grown SL-MoSe2 on graphite. Since both the
VBM and the CBM occur at the K point, the result confirms a direct band gap for SL-MoSe2. We
note that our value is very close to a recent reported value for SL-MoSe2 on bi-layer graphene.15
However, in reference 15, it was also reported that for MoSe2 on graphite there is a reduction of
the quasi-particle gap by 0.22 eV, which is different from our result for MoSe2 on graphite. In
order to resolve this inconsistency, we have investigated MoSe2 grown on bi-layer graphene and
observed a similar value as from our measurements on HOPG for the quasi-particle gap and the
relevant critical point energies (see supporting information). Note that the extreme twodimensional (2D) nature of SL-TMDs makes them particularly sensitive to the coupling to the
substrates. We suggest that the difference between our results and those of reference 15 for the
MoSe2 on HOPG is likely due to the details in the growth. In our sample systems, quasi-particle
band gaps are the same whether MoSe2 is on bi-layer graphene or on graphite, implying very
similar coupling of MoSe2 to the substrates.
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The STS of WSe2 on graphite (CVD grown) is also investigated. In the regular constant Z
dI/dV spectrum, a prominent peak at the V point is also observed (Figure 3(a)). However, the
states near the VBM at the K point are now completely absent. On the other hand, in the (I/V)I
spectrum the states near the VBM at the K point can be observed quite clearly. The general
behavior of valence band for WSe2 is similar to that for MoSe2 with V, K2, and KV determined
to be -1.64 ± 0.03 eV, -1.44 ± 0.05 eV, and -1.00 ± 0.05 eV, respectively. Again, we determine
− = 0.64 ± 0.06 eV and SO = 0.44 ± 0.06 eV in WSe2, consistent with theoretical
calculations.16-18 The companion simulation results are shown in Figure S2. The larger SO in
WSe2 than that in MoSe2 is a direct consequence of the heavier TM atom.
The conduction band structures (right panels) show some intriguing differences. Unlike the
case for MoSe2 where multiple thresholds are identified near the CBM, for WSe2, only one
prominent peak at 1.15 eV is observed near CBM in (I/V)I although a weak shoulder at about
1.20 eV is also observed. Above this threshold, a broad peak around 1.5 eV can be assigned as
the states near the M point. Many theoretical calculations show that there are two nearly
degenerate critical points at the CBM: one at K and the other one at Q which is located half way
between  and K.7,11,22-24 Some show that the CBM is at K, however some calculations actually
predict that the CBM is located at Q.7,22 The closeness in energy between Q and K is the reason
why we only observe a single peak in (I/V)I and (Z/V)I. But the most interesting aspect is the
behavior of , the tunneling decay constant: as one moves from a higher energy state (say 1.5
eV) down toward the CBM, one first observes a rising  (indicative of a large k||), which is then
followed by a sharp dip in  right near the CBM position. This would indicate that the CBM is
not at the K point. The sharpness of this dip is a reflection of a narrow energy range that Qis
below K, but the fact that Q state is lower cannot be mistaken. This is, to our knowledge, the first
8

direct experimental evidence for a Qreversal in SL-WSe2 near the CBM. We have also
investigated the systematic evolution of the Q-K in four different SL-TMDs compounds (Figure
S4) and find that WSe2 is the only one with the CBM at the Q point. For WSe2, the CBM
position determined using (Z/V)I would yield a value of 1.12 ± 0.03 eV at the Q point. We can
also estimate that the K-point is located roughly at 1.20 ± 0.05 eV using multiple peaks fitting in
(Z/V)I. Thus, based on our experimental results, SL-WSe2 has an indirect quasi-particle gap
(from Q to K), of 2.12 ± 0.06 eV. The observation of an “indirect gap” in SL-WSe2 is quite
surprising as the SL-WSe2 is known for its efficient photoluminescence. We note however, that
there is a direct quasi-particle gap at the K-K transition of 2.20 ± 0.10 eV, nearly degenerate with
the indirect gap. This nearly degenerate direct gap, plus the fact that the exciton binding energy
is quite large (~ 0.5 eV), may be responsible for the efficient optical transition. Another
possibility is that this Q-K reversal of the CBM is due to the fact that our WSe2 is grown on
graphite with a Moiré pattern which imposes additional periodicity, thus modifying the quasiparticle band structure. This interesting scenario warrants further investigations, in particular
with the new capability to probe detailed band structure offered by the comprehensive STS.
The direct K-K transition in WSe2 is ~ 50 meV higher than that of MoSe2, although this
value contains a larger uncertainty due to the large error in the determination of the KC point
from the shoulder. In comparison, on the same sample, photoluminescence measurements at 79
K show an exciton transitions of 1.71 eV for SL-WSe2 which is 0.08 eV higher than the
transition of 1.63 eV for SL-MoSe2 on graphite (supporting information), consistent with the
difference in the direct quasi-particle gap (K-K transition). Based on the measured quasi-particle
gaps and the exciton transition energies, we find a similar exciton binding energy of ~ 0.5 eV for
MoSe2 and WSe2.
9

We further investigate the effect of interlayer coupling in double layer (DL) TMDs using
STS (Figure 4). The energy splitting, −, at the  point in VB, are measured to be 0.72 ± 0.1
eV for MoSe2 (similar to ref. 25) and 0.76 ± 0.1 eV for WSe2. For the conduction band, the
(Z/V)I and  measurements (Figure 4(b) and (c)) also provide some new insight. Consistent
with the theoretical prediction that the CBM are located at the Q point,25-28 the  measurements
show a dip at the CBM for both DL-MoSe2 and DL-WSe2. Since the CBM in SL-WSe2 is
already located at the Q point, it is natural to expect that the CBM in DL-WSe2 is also located at
the Q point. But apparently, in DL-MoSe2, the interlayer coupling is able to push the QC point to
a lower energy that is very close to KC. This would imply a coupling strength of ~ 0.2 eV which
is much smaller than the interlayer coupling at the  point.
In table 1 we listed the majority and minority orbitals at these critical points to guide the
discussion of the general behavior of these critical points. As the interlayer coupling is mediated
through the chalcogen atoms, its p-orbital orientation plays an important role. At , the minority
orbitals have pz character which explains the large − In contrast, the in-plane orientation of porbitals leads to little interlayer coupling for the K states. At QC, the p-orbital is a mixture of px,
py, and pz, one thus expects some interlayer coupling but weaker than that at the point,
consistent with the experimental observation.
In summary, by using a comprehensive scanning tunneling spectroscopy approach, we reveal
the detailed electronic structures of transition metal dichalcogenides. In particular, we resolve the
energy locations of different thresholds and their origins at different critical points in the
Brillouin zones. We further show how these critical points are manifested when different
transition metal atoms are used, from which we uncover that single layer WSe2 has an indirect
quasi-particle gap. The effects of interlayer coupling are also revealed. As the electronic
10

structures of two dimensional materials can be strongly influenced by external perturbation (such
as strain, dielectric environment, and carrier screening), the local probe with the capability to
resolve critical point energies will have profound implications in advancing the scientific
understanding of TMDs as an emerging class of two dimensional electronic and optoelectronic
materials.
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Figures Captions
Figure 1 (a), (b) STM images of the single layer MoSe2 and WSe2, respectively. (a) 3.5 V, 7 pA,
(b) 3.0 V, 7 pA. The inset in (a) shows the domain boundaries on SL-MoSe2. The STS were
carried out far away from the boundaries. The inset in (b) is the Moiré pattern seen on SL-WSe2.
(c) The generic electronic structure of SL-TMDs. The spin-orbit coupling included splitting at
the K point which is labeled as K2 and KV, respectively. A schematic of the first BZ is shown in
the inset with the critical points labeled.
Figure 2 Tunneling spectroscopy of SL-MoSe2: (a) Logarithm of dI/dV, (b) (I/V)I, (c) (Z/V)I
and (d) decay constant . The left and right panels in (b)-(d) are corresponding to the valence and
conduction bands, respectively. The states corresponding to key critical points in BZ (, K, Q
and M*) are aligned with the dashed orange lines, and labeled on top of (a). The M* refers to the
local lowest point between  and K, which is near the M point. The set-point currents are used as
30 pA in (a), 10 pA in (b) and (c), and 4 pA in (d). (e) Simulations for the spectroscopy of the
valence band. The panels from top to bottom are the schematic four parabolic bands, simulated
d(lnI)/dV, (Z/V)I and kappa, respectively. The simulations for MoSe2 on graphite are carried
out with the following thresholds V = -1.87 eV, K2 = -1.72 eV and KV = -1.49 eV.
Figure 3 Tunneling spectroscopy of SL-WSe2: (a) Logarithm of dI/dV, (b) (I/V)I, (c) (Z/V)I
and (d) decay constant . The K2 states can only be detected in (b)-(d), and can hardly be seen in
the regular dI/dV measurements as shown in (a). The sharp peak at the conduction band edge in
the right panel of (d) is due to the near degeneration of K and Q points. With the measurements
in the right panel of (d), we confirm the indirect gap of SL-WSe2 experimentally. The set-point
currents are used as 25 pA in (a), 12 pA in (b) and (c), and 4 pA in (d).
Figure 4 Tunneling spectroscopy for the conduction band of DL-TMDs. The left and right
columns in (a)-(c) correspond to the STS of DL-MoSe2 and -WSe2, respectively. (a) Logarithm
of dI/dV, (b) (Z/V)I and (c) decay constant . Only the spectra of the conduction bands are
shown in (b) and (c). For comparison, the (Z/V)I for single layers are displayed in (b) as well.
The CBM are located at the Qpoints for DL -MoSe2 and -WSe2. The set-point currents are used
as 20 pA in (a), 10 pA in (b) and 4 pA in the right panel of (d). The left panel in (d) was
measured by individual I-Z spectroscopy. See Methods section in supporting information for
details.
Table 1 | Orbital components of electronic states at critical points of Brillouin zone in SL-TMDs
(cited from Ref. 29 where M and X refer to the transition metal atom and chalcogen atom,
respectively) and the summary of the energy differences between the critical points determined
experimentally.
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Methods
Growth of 2D TMDs samples. The preparation of WSe2 crystal flakes by the vapour-phase
reaction has been reported before17. In brief, high purity metal trioxides WO3 was placed in a
ceramic boat in the center of a furnace while graphite substrate was placed in the downstream
side of the furnace, adjacent to the ceramic boat. Selenium powder was heated by a heating tape
and carried by Ar or Ar/H2 gas to the furnace heating center. The temperature of furnace was
gradually raised from room temperature to the desired temperature, and cooled down naturally
after the reaction had occurred. MoSe2 was grown on freshly cleaved HOPG substrate using
MBE in an ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) chamber which has a base pressure of ~ 1x10-10 Torr. High
purity Mo (99.95%) and Se (99.999%) were evaporated from a home-built e-beam evaporator
and an effusion cell, respectively, with a ratio of 1:30. The graphite substrate was kept at 500 oC,
and the growth rate was about 0.3 layer/hour. The sample was annealed in a Se flux at 600 oC for
30 min after growth. Before STM studies, the CVD samples are cleaned in the UHV chamber
(base pressure < 6 x 10-11 Torr) by annealing the sample at 300 oC for 6 hours. The MBE samples
are transferred in-situ between the growth chamber and the STM chamber under UHV
environment. See the Supplementary information for the details of preparation of MoSe2 on
graphene substrate.
Scanning tunneling microscopy. All STM investigations reported in this work were acquired at
77 K in a home-built UHV STM (base pressure < 6 x 10-11 torr) with the electrochemically
etched W-tips. The (I/V)I spectra were taken at a constant tunneling current by using a lock-in
amplifier with a modulation voltage of ~ 5 mV and at a frequency of 925 Hz. This frequency is
faster than the feedback time constant, so the derivative here, at each V, is evaluated at constant
Z. In the meantime, the tip-to-sample distance Z changes corresponding to the scanning of bias V
in order to keep the constant current (hence the use of the subscript I on the quantity (I/V)I).
Thus, the Z-V and (I/V)I vs. V were acquired simultaneously. The regular dI/dV was taken with
the similar lock-in setup but with the feedback off.

1

We adopted two methods to measure the tunneling decay constantthat equals to - d lnI/2dz
≡ -(dI/dz)/2I0. First, the dI/dZ can be acquired by using the lock-in amplifier (as reported in Kim,
J. et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 107, 12761-12765 (2010).) with a Z-modulation amplitude of
0.01 nm and a modulation frequency of 925 Hz. This result in a small current modulation
superimposed on the feedback set current I0. If the sample bias is swept slowly, the Z-V and
(I/Z)I vs. V can also be acquired at the same time. In addition, we can also measure the I-Z
spectroscopy at a certain sample bias (Z was usually swept for 1 Å). Then the  can be deduced
from the slop of lnI vs. Z curve. To get the  vs. bias plotting as shown in Figure 4(c) (left panel),
this measurement was repeated at a series of sample biases. The set-point current used in I-Z
spectroscopy is typically ~ 10 pA.

2

Numerical simulations
1 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐼

Simulations of experimentally measured quantities (Z/V)I, (I/V)I and 𝜅 = − 2

𝜕𝑍

are carried

out using 4 parabolic bands for the TMD electronic states in the valence band. For WSe2, as
shown in Fig. S1a, the four bands are labeled as 1, 2, K1 and K2, with the effective mass of
m*/mo = 1.5, 1.3, 0.5, and 0.4, respectively. The thresholds used in the simulation are V = -1.65
eV, K2 = -1.45 eV and KV = -1.00 eV. The results for MoSe2 already appeared in the main text
(Fig. 2e). The graphite DOS is modeled by a graphene-like DOS and is placed at 5Å below the
TMD. The parabolic E vs. k dispersion results in a constant density of states proportional to the
effective mass as shown in plot DOS for each). This approximation for the VB states of TMD
greatly simplifies the calculations. Therefore, one can calculate the tunneling current by simply
summing over contributions from individual bands.

Figure
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bands to simulate
the spectroscopy
for

VB.
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their
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in
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The tunneling current can be written as
4

𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑉) = 𝐼𝐺𝑟 (𝑉) + ∑ 𝐼𝑖 (𝑉)
𝑖=1

where 𝐼𝐺𝑟 (𝑉) is the contribution from the underlying graphite evaluated at a distance 5 Å below
that of TMDs and
3

𝐼𝑖 (𝑉) = ∫

𝐸𝐹 +𝑒𝑉

𝐸𝐹

𝜌𝑖 (𝐸(𝑘)𝑇(𝐸(𝑘), 𝑉)𝑑𝐸

is the contribution from each sub-bands used in the approximation. This expression assumes a
constant DOS from the tip and ignores the finite width of the Fermi edge. The finite temperature
effect of the Fermi Dirac distribution is taken into account by convoluting the density of the state
with −𝜕𝑓𝐹𝐷 /𝜕𝐸.
The transmission function can be expressed as 𝑇(𝐸(𝑘), 𝑉) = exp(−2𝜅̃ 𝑍) where
𝑒|𝑉|
2𝑚(𝜙𝑜 − 2 )
√
𝜅̃ (𝑘∥ , 𝑉) =
+ 𝑘∥ 2
ℏ2
Here the parallel momentum effect on the transmission function is taken into account explicitly
in the expression for state-dependent decay constant 𝜅̃ . We use 𝜅̃ to distinguish this quantity
1 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐼

from the experimental observable of − 2

𝜕𝑍

. 𝜙𝑜 is taken to be 4 eV, a typical value used for an

STM junction.
The parabolic E vs. k results in a circular constant energy surface (i.e. constant energy circle).
For a constant energy circle surrounding the  point, 𝑘∥ is simply its radius. For the one
surrounding the K point, we evaluate 𝑘∥ by using the geometry as illustrated in Fig. S1b, d and
obtain an expression for 𝑘∥ = √𝑘𝑜 2 − 2𝑘𝑜 𝑘 ′ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝑘′2 where 𝑘𝑜 is the crystal momentum
from  to K and 𝑘 ′ is the radius for the constant energy circle. We note however, specifically
including the -dependence in the evaluation, gives nearly identical result as if one just uses
𝑘∥ = 𝑘𝑜 − 𝑘 ′ .
To simulate (I/V)I one can directly use lnI/V. Note that lnI/V = (I/V)/I. Thus, at a
constant current, lnI/V differs from (I/V)I only by a multiplication constant. Thus by carrying
out the logarithmic derivative w.r.t. voltage numerically, we can simulate (I/V)I directly. This
1 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐼

is shown in upper panels of Fig. 2e and Fig. S2a. The quantity 𝜅 = − 2

𝜕𝑍

is obtained by

simulating I(V) at two different Z values differing by 0.1 Å (in our case at Z1= 8 Å and Z2 = 7.9
Å) to obtain

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐼

1 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐼

. The resulting 𝜅 = − 2
𝜕𝑍

𝜕𝑍

is shown in the lower panels of Fig. 2e and Fig. S2c.
4

Since (Z/V)I = (Z/I)I • (I/V)I, we can extract this quantity directly from (lnI/V)/(lnI/Z),
the ratio of the two quantities already simulated.
The reason to choose graphite layer to be at 5 Å below is based on the fact that the DOS of
TMD are concentrated in the TM layer (about 2 Å below the top Se layer) and the thickness of

Figure S2 Simulations for the valence band of SL-WSe2. a-c are the simulated dlnI/dV, (Z/V)I and
kappa, respectively. The results for different distances to graphite are displayed in a-c with different
color codes. The insets in a and b are the close-up plots for the K2 and KV, respectively.

the TMD is about 7 Å. But the final result is rather insensitive to this choice of the physical
location of graphite. The results for Z = 4.5 Å and 5.5 Å are also included in the Fig. S2. As
one can see, for (Z/V)I and (I/V)I the main difference is the amplitude of the peak (and dips).
5

Moreover, the mid-point of the transition from TMD to graphite changes by about 0.01 eV when
Z is changed from 4.5 Å to 5.5 Å, much smaller than our experimental errors. The influence on
1 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐼

the behavior of 𝜅 = − 2

𝜕𝑍

is stronger. For this reason, we use primarily the (Z/V)I and

(I/V)I curves to identify the location of KV.

Quasiparticle gap of SL-MoSe2 on graphene

Figure S3 a. Logarithm of dI/dV at constant Z and b. (I/V)I of SL-MoSe2 grown on
bilayer graphene (blue curves). For comparison, the corresponding results on the
HOPG substrate are displayed in green dashed lines. The set-point currents used in the
measurements of MoSe2/graphene (blue curves) are 25 pA for a and 15 pA for b,
respectively.

The extreme two dimensional geometry of SL-TMDs makes them particularly interesting to
study how the surrounding environment influences their electronic structures. Ugeda et al. has
reported a significant reduction of the band gap of SL-MoSe2 on graphite compared to SL-MoSe2
6

on bilayer graphene [Nat. Mater. 13, 1091 (2014)]. Here we investigate this issue using the
refined method discussed in this manuscript.
The graphene was prepared on the Si-face of a SiC(0001) wafer by initially hydrogen etching
that surface at 1620°C for 3 min to remove polishing damage. That procedure was followed by
the graphene growth at 1590°C for 30 minutes in 1 atm argon environment [J. Vac. Sci. Technol.
B 28, C5C1 (2010)]. Low-energy electron diffraction characterization revealed slightly less than
2 ML of graphene formed on the surface (i.e. in addition to the well-known carbon-rich “buffer
layer” that forms between the graphene and the SiC). SL-MoSe2 was then deposited on the
graphene following the same procedure as discussed in the Method section.
In Figure S3, the results for SL-MoSe2 grown on bi-layer graphene and on graphite are
displayed in solid blue curves and dashed green curves respectively. The dI/dV spectra with
constant Z are shown in Fig S3a. Compared with the HOPG substrate (green dashed), we could
first see an obvious offset of both the VBM and CBM but they are shifted by equal amount, as
shown qualitatively by the arrows. The constant current conductivity, (I/V)I, as displayed in
Fig S3b offers a much better quantitative comparison. The SL-MoSe2 on graphene shows the
identical features for both the valence band and conduction band. We assign the energy locations
of V point as 2.09 ± 0.03 eV, and KC as 0.46 ± 0.03 eV. Additionally, the KV can be assigned to
be ~ -1.68 ± 0.05 eV. Compared to results of SL-MoSe2 on HOPG, we observed only a rigid
shift of the whole band structures (by about 0.22 eV), while the −K(VB)and Q−K (CB)
remained the same within the experimental error.
Thus based on our measurements of MBE SL-MoSe2 on graphite and bi-layer graphene, the
quasi-particle band gaps are identical with the same critical point energy separation. We do not
dispute that the electronic properties of monolayer TMD films can influenced by its dielectric
environment and the renormalization of quasi-particle band structures occurs. However we
suggest that the similar coupling between SL-TMDs and the graphite/graphene substrates lead a
similar renormalization effect at least in the samples we studied.

7

Systematic trend of Q-K and  (conduction band)

Figure S4

We carried out the similar STS investigations on two other TMDs compounds (i.e. the SL-MoS2
and -WS2), which are grown on HOPG substrates by CVD (see Methods section). The (Z/V)I
spectra and decay constant  at conduction bands side are displayed in Fig. S4a and b for all four
compounds. A systematic trend of the narrowing of Q-K is revealed in Fig. S4a. Moreover, the
systematic investigations of  in Fig. S4b indicate that the energy levels of QC and KC points get
reversed only in SL-WSe2. This study further allows us to accurately assign the two thresholds
reported earlier for conduction band structures in MoS2 [Nano Lett. 14, 2443–2447 (2014)]: The
CBM is located at KC (~ 0.3 eV) while the second threshold (~ 0.55 eV) is assigned as QC.
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Figure S5 | Photoluminescence of MoSe2 and WSe2 on HOPG substrate
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The measurements were carried out at 79 K. The 532 nm light was used to excite in glancing
angle excitation geometry. The PL was collected with an optical microscope, and analyzed using
an ARC Spectra Pro-500i spectrometer and a Si CCD detector. The transition energies of the
neutral exciton A at 79 K are 1.63 eV and 1.71 eV for MoSe2 and WSe2, respectively.
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